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SUMMARY: This study in the philosophy of cosmology is a part of an ongoing
effort to investigate and reassess the importance of the anthropic (Davies-Tipler)
argument against cosmologies containing the past temporal infinity. Obviously, the
prime targets of this argument are cosmological models stationary on sufficiently
large scale, the classical steady state model of Bondi, Gold and Hoyle being the
best example. Here we investigate the extension of application of this argument to
infinitely old non-stationary models and discuss additional constraints necessary to
be imposed on such models for the edge of the anthropic argument to be preserved.

An illustrative counterexample is the classical Eddington-Lemâitre model, in the
analysis of which major such constraints are presented. Consequences of such an
approach for our understanding of the nature of time are briefly discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION ETERNAL UNIVER-
SE AND ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE

The formulations of various anthropic princi-
ples (Dicke 1961; Carter 1974) have necessarily im-
pacted both development of cosmological theory and
its philosophical foundations. One of the interesting
applications of anthropic principles in practical cos-
mological work is the general argument, conceived by
Paul C. W. Davies, and developed by Frank Tipler,
aimed at refuting specific cosmological models in-
volving past temporal infinity. The first such cos-
mological models which come to mind are steady-
state models, in particularly the classical steady state
model of Bondi and Gold (1948) and Hoyle (1948).
However, it is not difficult to perceive that the do-
main of applicability of this argument wider than
the steady state models. This argument, apart from
its other applications, has some interesting conse-

quences for our notion of the cosmic time itself. In
addition, it serves as a powerful counterexample to
those criticisms of anthropic principles which effec-
tively reject them as shallow and uninformative tau-
tologies (Earman 1987). In this note, we shall discuss
some of the basics of this argument, and particularly
restriction of its field of applicability from all mod-
els with a past infinity to the sub-class of the latter
possessing what we shall call non-trivial past infin-
ity. The detailed discussion is relegated to the future
work, currently in preparation.

The anthropic argument against cosmologies
postulating eternally existing universe has been first
mentioned by Davies in his brief critique of Ellis
(1978; Ellis, Maartens and Nel 1978) cosmological
model (see Davies 1978),

There is also the curious problem of why, if
the Universe is infinitely old and life is concen-
trated in our particular corner of the cosmos,
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it is not inhabited by technological communi-
ties of unlimited age.

As mentioned by Barrow and Tipler (1986) in their
encyclopaedic monograph, this is historically the first
instance in which an anthropic argument has been
used against a cosmology containing past temporal
infinity, and it is indeed fascinating that nobody had
considered it before. The suprise is strengthened by
the fact that such cosmologies in scientific or half-
scientific form has existed since the dawn of the mod-
ern science. Ancient cosmologies postulating an eter-
nal universe began with Empedocles of Acragas (VI
century B.C.), whose periodically repeating universe
has many uncanny resemblances to the modern os-
cillatory cosmological models (e.g. Guthrie 1969;
O’Brien 1969; Diels 1983).

The anthropic argument against steady-state
theories mentioned by Davies has been subsequently
expanded and elaborated by Tipler (1982). In that
work it has been shown that this argument applies to
”all universes which do not change with time in the
large”, and particularly those which satisfy the Per-
fect Cosmological Principle (Bondi and Gold 1948).
The discrete Markov chain reccurence of the type
discussed by Ellis and Brundrit (1979) has also been
used in the discussion of Tipler (1982), although, as
we shall discuss in detail in a future study, its use
is largely superfluous, since even much weaker hy-
pothesis produces the same disastrous effects for the
cosmologies with past temporal infinities.

The essence of Tipler’s (1982) discussion is the
circumstance that, given some usual symmetries of
spacetime, for each event p, its past light cone inter-
sects all world lines corresponding to history of an
intelligent species. Thus, at least one out of infinite
number of such species, could travel along the time-
like geodesic to p (or just send signals). Since p may
be any event, like our reading of Tipler (1982) paper,
or any other occurence in the Solar system, it is com-
pletely unexpected that we are not already part of
an intelligent community of an arbitrarily long age.
Again, it is important to stress non-exclusivity of
this argument: even if 99.99% (or indeed any fraction
less than unity) of intelligent communities arising at,
say, q would not expand further than some limited
neighbourhood q + ε, in an infinitely old universe
there would still be at least one intelligent commu-
nity at any point p in spacetime, no matter how big
|p − q|/ε is.

But Tipler (1982) goes further and claims
that,

Since all possible evolutionary sequences have
occured to the past of p, one of these evolu-
tionary sequences consists of the random as-
sembly, without assistance of any intelligent
species whatsoever, of a von Neumann probe
out of the atoms of interstellar space. Such a
random assembly would occur an infinite num-
ber of times to the past of p, by homogene-
ity and stationarity in an infinite universe. At
least one of these randomly assembled probes
would have the motivations of a living being,
that is to expand and reproduce without limit.

This scenario, although not at all fantastic as it may
seem at first, raises several questions still lacking
elaboration. How could we possibly know that the
set of all ”favorable” spontaneously assemled von
Neumann probes is of non-zero measure in the set
of all possible spontaneously assembled probes. the
question of motivation, which is not so easily quan-
tifiable, becomes crucial here. For instance, why not
postulate an assembly of von Neumann probe de-
signed to search and destroy other von Neumann
probes? What is the relative weight of colonizing
(vs. destructive, altruistic, etc.) motivation, and
how can one determine it? This motivation problem
is avoided if we stick to more restrictive requirement
that only communities of evolved intelligent beings
create such probes (i.e. create them at timescales
many orders of magnitude shorter than those re-
quired for spontaneous assembly Tipler describes).
While one may argue that motivation is necessar-
ily linked to the level of complexity, and therefore
one expects the spontaneously assembled self-repro-
ducing automata will have basically the same moti-
vations we perceive in biological systems on Earth
(Tipler, private communication), this issue is not
clear at all. Therefore, we shall use the weaker ver-
sion of Davies, requiring only that conditions favor-
able for evolutionary emergence of intelligent com-
munities similar to ours persist. Such communities,
in this version of the argument, present the source of
technologization we fail to observe.

2. A COUNTEREXAMPLE: A UNIVERSE
WITH FALSE INFINITY

For the sake of better understanding of the
issues involved, let us consider a counterexample of
a cosmological model involving past temporal infin-
ity which the Davies-Tipler argument does not apply
to. This is the Lemâitre-Eddington universe, which
was quite popular in the 1925-1935 period. Good
description of this model can be found in the clas-
sical Bondi’s textbook on cosmology (Bondi 1961).
Having appeared on the cosmological scene after the
realization of instability of original Einstein static
universe (Einstein 1917), this model

...has therefore an infinite past which was
spent in the Einstein state. This has greatly
attracted investigators since it seemingly per-
mits an arbitrarily long timescale of evolution.
The picture of the history of the universe de-
rived from this model, then, was that for an
infinite period in the distant past there was a
completely homogeneous distribution of mat-
ter in equilibrium in the Einstein state until
some event started off the expansion, which
has been going on at an increasing pace ever
since. the condensation of the galaxies and
the stars from the primeval matter took place
at the time the expansion began, but this de-
velopment was stopped later by the decrease
of average density due to the progress of the

expansion.1

1 Bondi (1961), p. 118.
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From the formal point of view, in accordance
with the Weil postulate, the Eddington-Lemâitre
universe has an infinite past, i.e. the initial state
is given by the formal limit t → −∞. This state is
characterized, as in the original Einstein model, by
detailed equilibrium between attractive force of grav-
ity and repulsive force due to the positive cosmolog-
ical constant. In addition, such state is expected to
achieve perfect thermodynamical equilibrium. How-
ever, this is a ”false” infinity, at least in the context
of anthropic reasoning, because the period of time in
which there are conditions enabling creation of intel-
ligent observers is necessarily finite. In addition, this
period is approximately equal to the time past since
the beginning of the expansion. The period of com-
plete homogeneity can be regarded as a state anal-
ogous to the epochs of complete dominance of Love
or Hate in the cosmology of Empedocles (O’Brien
1969). In both cosmologies it is necessary to invoke
a state which prevents propagation of information
from arbitrarily distant past to the present epoch. In
both cases this goal is achieved by postulating states
with sufficiently high degree of symmetry. Obviously,
in case of the Eddington-Lemâitre universe, the an-
thropic argument is inapplicable, since the effective
past is finite. Intelligent observers (as well as spon-
taneously assembled von Neumann probes!) possess
only a finite time for technologization of their cos-
mic environment. This is valid for the generic ver-
sion of the Eddington-Lemâitre model. Of course,
the model pretending to describe the real universe is
normalized to the present expansion rate, and there-
fore we conclude that this effective age is similar to
the age of galaxies, or again of the order of H−1.
Therefore, the incompatibility argument in the core
of the Davies-Tipler argument is lost and reduces to
much weaker Fermi ”paradox”, as we shall see in the
further discussion.

Probably the more physical and meaningful
way of restating the entire situation is to reject the
notion of infinite age of the Eddington-Lemâitre mo-
del as a hollow formalism. So-called Aristotle princi-
ple tells us that there is no time without changeable
world. The state of perfect equilibrium in Eddin-
gton-Lemâitre model in the t → −∞ limit is exactly
such unchangeable state, without means of determin-
ing either direction or the rate of passage of time. In
the sense of modal version of the Aristotle principle,
the temporal infinity in this model thus collapses into
a purely formal notion. Newton-Smith’s formulation
of this principle

There is a period of time between the events
E1 and E2 if and only if relative to these
events it is possible for some event or events
to occur between them,

(Newton-Smith 1980, p. 44) explicitly points out to
indistinguishability of moments in the state of com-
plete thermodynamical equilibrium (see also Arseni-

jevic 1986). The same applies to the far future of
the universe in which, according to many models, the
state of heat death may occur. Barrow and Tipler
(1978), in one of the first papers devoted to the cos-
mological future, suggest that formally infinite future
should be substituted with a finite interval, through
an appropriate coordinate transformation. A sort of
counterexample, confirming the general thesis that
the cosmic time established by the Weil postulate
should not be regarded as sacrosanct, is the diverg-
ing number of (possible) events in the finite temporal
vicinity of either initial or the final global singular-
ity. In such a situation a finite cosmic time may be
less appropriate than an alternative infinite timescale
(e.g. Misner 1969).

In conclusion, the past temporal infinity in the
Eddington-Lemâitre model is trivial from the an-
thropic point of view, and the Davies-Tipler argu-
ment is inapplicable. Thus, one should reduce the
realm of applicability of the latter argument to cos-
mological models containing non-trivial past infini-
ties. The residual problem in each case is what is
traditionally called Fermi paradox. It is clear, for in-
stance, that the same applies to classical oscillatory
universes (Tolman 1934), which present the modern
rehash of the Empedocles’ cosmology. Examples of
such non-trivial past infinities are those inclusive in
any sort of static model, or stationary model incorpo-
rating any highly symmetrical Copernican postulate
(of which the most famous is the Bondi- Gold perfect
cosmological principle).

3. ENTROPY AND ARROW OF TIME IN
LIGHT OF THE ANTHROPIC ARGU-
MENT

It should be immediately noted that the Da-
vies-Tipler argument as exposed above is different
from the unlimited entropy argument usually used
against cosmologies with past infinities (although the
two are related, as we shall see below): why haven’t
irreversible processes, in accordance with the ther-
modynamical laws, generated infinite amount of en-
tropy in the universe by now? Davies himself used
the same argument against the Hoyle-Narlikar cos-
mology in his review of the latter in ”Nature” (Davies
1975), and Tipler (1982) mentions it in somewhat
restricted sense, as the Olbers’ paradox (again, ex-
panded discussion may be found in Barrow and Tip-
ler 1986). The classical steady-state theory alleviates
this problem by continuous creation of matter, and
additional assumption that newly created matter is
in low-entropy state. But cosmologies excluding cre-
ation of matter (such as, for instance, Einstein origi-
nal static universe, or Hoyle-Narlikar conformally in-
variant cosmology2) are faced with this argument in

2 There is a slight confusion in the literature
which of several different cosmological models is cor-
rectly called Hoyle-Narlikar cosmology. Here, we
attach this name only to the conformally invariant
model with conserved number of particles and vari-
able masses, such as exposed in Hoyle and Narlikar
(1972) and Hoyle (1975) papers.
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a very serious form. Still, this thermodynamical ar-
gument against steady-state models is qualitatively
different from the Davies-Tipler argument we are
dealing here, although both show how difficulties ari-
se when currently observable processes are extrapo-
lated backward in the past eternity. The latter argu-
ment is based, essentially, on the diametrically op-
posed process: growth of complexity, which results
in emergence of technological communities at some
finite time. In the former case, we perceive increase
in entropy in laboratory experiments; in the latter
case, we perceive our laboratories themselves, and–in
a sense–the very results of our former observations.

However, if we accept the notion that thermo-
dynamical arrow of time is essentially a product of
the cosmological initial conditions [as has been sug-
gested already by Boltzmann, and the best modern
treatment can be found in the nice book of Price
(1996)], the conditions in the t → −∞ limit obtain
a new and profound significance. In any attempt
to build an atemporal (”tenseless”) picture of the
universe, such as Price’s, some sort of symmetry be-
tween the initial and the final conditions has to be
satisfied. If we are restricted to Friedmann universes,
we encounter severe problems, if not ready, like Gold
(1962) to insist on a highly special, time-symmetric
universe. These problems become even more severe
for model universes like the one of Ellis and cowork-
ers in which there is no large scale motion of matter
and energy, and the cosmological arrow of time is
completely lost. The alternative solution, the idea
that asymmetric physical laws are necessary for cos-
mology, has been with us for very long time, actu-
ally since 1930-ies, from early work of Russian cos-
mologist Matvei Bronstein. Before he was brutally
murdered by Soviet socialists in 1938, he presciently
wrote in the paper published in 1933 that physical
theory upon which the cosmological solutions can
be based cannot be symmetrical with respect to the
interchange of the past and the future (Bronstein
1933). This view has been vigorously put forward
by Rodger Penrose in recent years (Penrose 1979,
1989), but actually it underlies most of the practical
cosmological work, in particular since the victory
of big bang models over their great steady-state rival
(Kragh 1996). In this manner, the anthropic argu-
ment helps us further highlight the implausibility of
stationary cosmologies, in which the different treat-
ment of the arrow of time would be required in order
to avoid all imaginable counterfactual consequences
of its dissolution.
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Prethodno saopxteǌe

Ovo istra�ivaǌe u filozofiji kosmo-
logije predstavǉa deo teku�eg projekta u ci-
ǉu ispitivaǌa i oceǌivaǌa znaqaja antro-
piqkog (Dejvis-Tiplerovog) argumenta protiv
kosmologija koje sadr�e proxlu vremensku be-
skonaqnost. Oqigledno, glavne mete ovog ar-
gumenta su kosmoloxki modeli stacionarni na
dovoǉno velikoj skali, me�u kojima je najpoz-
natiji model klasiqnog veqnog staǌa Bondija,
Golda i Hojla. Ovde istra�ujemo proxireǌe

primene ovog argumenta na beskonaqno stare
nestacionarne modele, i razmatramo dodatna
ograniqeǌa koja je neophodno nametnuti ta-
kvim modelima da bi se saquvala oxtrica an-
tropiqkog argumenta. Ilustrativan kontra-
primer je klasiqni Edington-Lemetrov model,
tokom qije analize je predstavǉeno najva�nije
takvo ograniqeǌe. Posledice koje ovakav pri-
stup ima za naxe poimaǌe vremena su ukratko
diskutovane.
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